Read Book Clay Charms Klutz

Clay Charms Klutz
Calling all animal lovers! Build your own mobile pet
adoption center and help these clay critters find their
"furever" homes. Learn to make a variety of dog breeds,
including a corgi, Chihuahua, Rottweiler, Dalmatian, and
beagle, plus cats, birds, bunnies, and guinea pigs. You
decide which animals you want to make with colorful clay and
premade eyes to help make each creation picture-purrfect.
Comes with: 8 punchout sheets, 7 colors of oven-bake clay,
faux fur blankets in 3 colors, 30 brads.
Make your own reusable stickers! Use custom jelly paint to
trace sticker designs from penguins to rainbows, then simply
let the paint dry. This kit comes with everything you need
to make up to 60 reusable stickers and then decorate them
with rhinestones and wiggly eyes. These stickers are perfect
for phone cases, water bottles, and screens. They're
guaranteed to glam up your gear! Need to Know: 20-page book
of crystal clear instructions and 60 sticker designs 44
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rhinestones and 6 wiggly eyes for embellishment Mix and
match 4 colors of jelly paint Comes with a mini marker and
custom tool for sticker details and peeling Comes with: 4
bottles of specially formulated paint, 6 googly eyes, 30
Rhinestone stickers, black tip marker, custom plastic tool,
clear backer sheet
Make Clay Charms
Stitch and stuff an assortment of fuzzy animals from felt!
These mini plushies are full-sized fun, and our super-clear
instructions will guide you all the way through making them.
Everything you need is included to make up to 14 animals,
with extra accessories like hats, bows, and glasses to
personalize them. Contains: 48 page book of instructions and
inspiration 3 pages of paper patterns 12 sheets of felt 8
colors of embroidery floss 30 sets of precut felt eyes and
cheeks 2 embroidery needles 1 bag of polyfill stuffing
Klutz: Mini Clay World Pet Adoption Truck
Sew Mini Treats
Toolbox Jewelry
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Grow Your Own Crystal Jewelry
Mini Bake Shop
Sew up a half dozen super sweet donuts full of adorable animal personality! The kit comes
with everything you need (even a donut box!) to whip up adorable felt plushies. The crystalclear instructions go through all the steps -- from threading a needle and practicing stitches to
adding fancy toppings and decorations -- so when you finish, you'll be a master donut maker!
Each donut has its own flavorful personality: a chocolate kitty, cookies & cream panda, a
blueberry narwhal, a cinnamon chicken, a strawberry bunny, and a pineapple parrot. Display
them in the donut box to keep them fresh! Comes with: 66 pre-cut felt pieces in 11 colors, precut felt cheeks, pre-cut felt eyes, stuffing, embroidery floss in 8 colours, 2 needles, fuzzy yarn,
donut box.
A one stop shop for bathtime fun! Make bath time fun that squishes and stretches! Simply
mix the glycerin and one of the three included soap powders, and then mold and shape the
soap dough just like clay! Using the water-safe plastic body parts and googly eyes, bring your
soap dough to life by molding it into friends like a unicorn, a dinosaur, a narwhal, and more!
Comes With: 16-page idea book, soap powder in 3 colors, glycerin with berry fragrance,
finger eyes, punch-out plastic pieces.
Let Dani Banani of the popular Etsy shop FunUsual Suspects show you how to make 50
kawaii creations out of inexpensive and easy-to-find polymer clay. Kawaii—the culture of
cuteness, originating in Japan—is everywhere, and it’s time to join the cuteness revolution
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with these amazingly fun projects. Just follow the simple step-by-step photos and instructions
to create darling characters, ranging from small trinkets to larger home accessories,
including: 25 itty-bitty and ridiculously cute charms, earrings, brooches, and figurines of
Popsicles, macarons, French toast, waffles, bacon and eggs, donuts, tacos, sloths, unicorns,
and more. 15 adorable midsize pieces, such as plant holders, desk accessories, and ring
holders in the shapes of llamas, hedgehogs, whales, jellyfish, and more. 10 large
“showstopper” pieces, such as a rainbow soap dish, fairy garden, penguin tic-tac-toe game,
and robot paper clip holder. With information to get you started, including techniques on
softening the clay, color mixing, and baking, Crafting Cute will have you delightfully
sculpting in no time.
Make unexpectedly elegant jewellery. Safety Pin Bracelets shows how anyone can craft an
entire collection of brilliantly sparkling jewellery out of garden-variety safety pins. The book
includes 12 unique bracelet designs. From waves that swirl around your wrist, to fancy fan
shapes, to pixilated pictures that look like bead mosaics, all the styles give the humble safety
pin unprecedented glamour. Whichever design you choose, you pick the colours and patterns
so each bracelet is uniquely you.
Tiny Ceramic Studio
Nail Charms
Clay Charms
How to Make Your Own Stop Motion Movies
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My Squishy Soap Dough

Explore the science of gems and minerals while crafting 6 dazzling, wearable crystal projects in your
choice of colors. This kit includes everything every stylish scientist needs to make three pendant
necklaces, two statement rings, and a pair of earrings. Crystal-clear instructions and fun facts about
crystal chemistry spark creativity every step of the way. Comes with: 48-page book 210g of crystal
growing powder 4 dye tablets 8 pipe cleaners Crystal glaze Necklace cord Nylon thread 6 cord ends 3
clasps 20 jump rings Pair of earring wires 2 ring blanks Gold craft wire Craft sticks Gold glitter
Create your own adorable adornments with CLAY CHARMS. This book shows girls how to customize
their own bracelet with more than 30 different clay charm designs. Budding jewellers can learn how to
make customised charms, bake them in an ordinary oven, add shine
Create and decorate your own mini cakes, cookies and pies with easy-peasy, no muss, no fuss, no BAKE,
air-dry clay. This kit includes all of the "ingredients" and instructions for rolling out clay just like
fondant. Make faux flowers, stack on the sprinkles, add expressive faces, and more! Display your clay
creations on a mini-cake stand or in a beautiful box to highlight your baking talents! It's a bake shop of
captivatingly-cute confectionary. Comes with: 8 colors of air-dry clay, Double tipped clay tool, Rolling
tool, Glaze, Hot pink glitter, Micro beads, Bead eyes, Pearls, Sequin cheeks, Mini cupcake papers, 8
Styrofoam shapes, Mini paper cake stand, Mini paper cake box, 2 sheets of punch-outs for decorating
The Many Moods of Me is an activity-based journal designed to determine moods and get children
expressing their emotions in fun and interactive ways. Packed with hand-drawn artwork, quirky,
conversational text and more than 100 drawing and writing activities, there are tons of ways for readers to
create something truly unique. Comes with six-colour ballpoint pen and a cover which features a mood
detector to reflect your changing emotions.
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Make Your Own Gem Stickers
Make Mini Erasers Sweets
The Many Moods of Me Journal
Charm Bracelet Studio
My Clay Critters

Make 27 custom-shaped charms with a resin-looking finish. Using the seethrough charm blanks, add crystal clear glaze to layer your collage pieces and
sprinkle any of the three glitters for sparkle. Choose from one of the four
themes in the book or mix and match the collage pieces to show off your
personal flair!
Create your own ridiculously adorable adornments! Charm bracelets are
always in style and this book shows girls how to customise their own bracelet
with more than 30 different clay charm designs. Form custom charms, bake
them in an ordinary oven, add shine with the special glaze then attach your
creations to the included bracelet or hang them in the custom display rack!
A follow-up to the very successful Make Clay Charms, this title is packed with
all-new designs, glitter clay, and plenty of extra glitter to add sparkling accents
to your charms.
Create 18 works of art that look like stained glass! This activity book contains
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42-pages of instruction and inspiration, 18 sheets of stained glass coloring
paper, and 5 precision-tip markers to create works of art for your windows and
walls. Color everything from cats to pineapples to flowers and watch in awe as
your artwork catches the light!
Stained Glass Art: Dazzling Designs (Klutz Activity Book)
Make Mini Eraser Cuties
The Klutz Book of Inventions
Make Clay Charms
Turn plain yarn into perfectly precious pups with Pom-Pom Puppies. Using the
amazing custom tool, young crafters can wrap, snap and snip their way to
perfect pom-poms. Follow the simple number code instructions to clip the pompoms into shaggy-pups by gluing together and adding noses, ears and eyes to
create pups worthy of Best in Show. Pom-Pom Puppies shows you how to
create 10 breeds of dog including a beagle, poodle and pug.
Batter up! Serve tiny clay waffles fresh off the griddle in your own miniature
bakery-café with al fresco dining. Oven-bake clay is perfect for sculpting your
favorite sweet treats and adorable animals. Choose from 17 step-by-step
projects, including donuts, macarons, croissants, and more! (Don't forget the
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tiny café cats and bird friends.) Assembling your café is a breeze, and tiny
papercraft projects let you box up your clay confections with baker's twine.
Need to Know 32-page book offers step-by-step instructions and clay guides to
help your projects match the pictures. Press clay into a tiny, realistic-looking
mold to create waffles that can be decorated with all sorts of toppings. Display
your treats in a pastry case and a sturdy café that slots together--no glue
required. Scaled for approximately a 3-inch (7.5 cm) figurine (not included.)
Comes with: Custom plastic mini waffle maker, custom plastic spatula, 7 colors
of polymer clay, 4 brads, chipboard punch-outs, clear acetate sheet, baker's
twine
Offers a catalog of never-before-seen contraptions that are equal parts brilliant,
useful and ridiculous, including a helium filled hide-a-bed and a tricyclelawnmower, among other inventions that are intended to spark innovative
thinking.
Friendship bracelets full of hope!Make a wish as you make your bracelet and tie
it on your wrist. When your bracelet falls off (after you've worn it for a long,
long time), your wish will come true! Wish bracelets are made by knotting
hemp and adding beads along the way, as you repeat the include 'wish spell" to
encourage positive, hopeful thoughts. With three colors of hemp, a rainbow of
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iridescent beads, handmade clay beads, gold and silver charms, and real crystal
rock beads, crafters can customize their own creations to suit their style.
Pom-Pom Puppies
Safety Pin Bracelets
Star Wars Thumb Doodles
Make Your Own Glaze Craze Charms
How to Make Jewelry Charms from Polymer Clay
Each kits includes books with easy step-by-step instructions on how to make 15 erasers, paper
craft worlds for display, molded eyes, and a specialty shaping tool help every project to look
perfect.
There’s nothing like taking a common object—hardware straight from the tool chest, for
example—and making something extraordinary with it. Toolbox Jewelry is the first ever
hardware jewelry kit to show kids how to make amazing industrial jewelry. This jewelry book
provides shiny nuts, star washers, fasteners, cord, satin ribbon, beads, and earring wires, plus
60 pages of clear, simple instructions. Transform these practical thingamajigs into super-chic
jewelry, and spur kids to create their own designs from other everyday elements. It’s the first
father-daughter craft kit, and the perfect combination of functional and fabulous. Comes with:
60 page book, 180+ nuts, washers and fasteners, three colors of cord, earring wires, beads,
two colors of ribbon, resealable storage trays, slide-out work surface
Stickers never go out of style, and now you can give them your own flair with deluxe glitter,
holographic foil, and colorful gems! This kit comes with three sticker sheets (that's more than
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75 stickers!) full of the super cute designs like rainbows, unicorns, narwhals, aliens and rocket
ships, that are already decorated with glitter, gold, or pretty pastels. Use the custom rhinestone
applicator to add over 200 rhinestones to take their sparkle game to the next level. Share with
friends and level up your stuff with sparkles! Comes with: 3 sheets of stickers, gem pick-up
tool, wax pad, glue, silver foil sticker, iridescent sparkles, holographic star glitter, rhinestone
gems in 4 colors.
Make adorable charm bracelets for you and your BFF with this fresh (and mini!) take on our
bestselling Make Clay Charms. This kit comes with enough materials to make 10 charms and
step-by-step instructions for 8 designs that have something for everyone!
Make Your Own Puffy Stickers
Sew Your Own Donut Animals
The Incredible Clay Book
50 Exquisite Projects and Full Instructions for All Skill Levels
Make Your Own Tiny Camper

Make little bowls with big style!An entire pottery workshop is inside this
kit--wheel included! Learn hand-building techniques with clay using a
turntable and miniature bowl molds. Let your creations air-dry, then paint
them with vivid colors. Finally, glaze your pots, plates, bowls, and vases
with clear glaze to get that artisanal finish.
Offers step-by-step directions for making twenty-one teen-friendly projects,
including bangles, earrings, and pocket mirrors.
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Stickers are even better when they're squishy! Make 60 one-of-a-kind puffy
stickers to spruce up your stuff. Comes with a Puffy Sticker Maker as well
as full-color and color-in illustrations to make your own. Sticker fanatics
everywhere will love adding these custom designs to their collection.
Includes: Sticker maker, Sticker maker top & bottom plates, 60 sticky
backs, 60 puffy discs, 60 sticker art squares
Offers tips and techniques for creating charms from polymer clay,
discussing the materials, tools, and equipment uses.
Friendship Wish Bracelets
Paint and Peel Jelly Stickers
Crafting Cute
Klutz: Clay Charm Bracelets Trendy Treats
Friendship Bracelets
Create awesome personalized charms with Charm Bracelet Studio.
Children can design and paint their own high-quality gold
charms. With more than 100 designs to choose from, gold bangles
and over 20 metal charms, there are tons of ways to show off
their individual styles and interests. Comes with everything you
need to be creative, including detailed instructions, bracelet
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bangles, metal charms and different colours of paint.
Provides step-by-step instructions for creating bracelets in a
variety of patterns.
The 10 best paper airplanes you've ever folded and flown! These
are high performance, blow-the-competition-away flying paper
machines! The book features 10 designs and 40 sheets of full
colour, flight-ready paper. Best for children over 7 years.
Design your own glamping-ready getaway with this build-ityourself mini vintage camper. Assemble the high-quality
chipboard pieces to build your camper, and then the fun begins!
Use fabric, sequins, and other mixed media to customise your
home-on-wheels with more than 20 DIY accessorieseverything you
need is included in the box.
Clay So Cute!
Sew Mini Animals
21 Polymer Clay Projects for Cool Charms, Itty-Bitty Animals,
and Tiny Treasures
The Klutz Book of Animation
Turn Ordinary Safety Pins Into Extraordinary Bracelets
Making mistakes has never been this much fun! Sculpt your very own creations with
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eraser clay, and then bake them in the oven to make absolutely adorable, slightly
squishy erasers that really work. With 8 bright colors of clay and 35 eraser designs to
choose from, you'll never have to worry about making an error again. Make no mistake,
this kit is fun for the whole family! Comes with: 48-page book 1 pencil clay shaping tool
2 sheets of papercraft displays
Anybody with a computer, camera, internet connection and a little bit of creativity can
create animated films for the masses. The Klutz Book of Animation is a how-to-guide
for this newly accessible art form. Real-life samples and free downloadable software
are available online.
Includes instructions and clay for making all different kinds of permanent clay
creations
Stitch and stuff your favorite pretend foods with Sew Mini Treats! Make your own felted
play food with fabulous faces. Includes instructions, patterns and materials for 18
cheerful, itty-bitty food items as well as tips and tricks to customize your own designs.
It's an instant recipe for fun! With super-clear instructions and no sewing experience
required, Sew Mini Treats provides hours of endless entertainment.
Make Glitter Clay Charms
Make Your Own Adorable Dogs
Polymer Clay the Kawaii Way
Mini Clay World Cute Café
Make Your Own Mini Erasers
Make your manicure shimmer, sparkle, and shine with 3D nail charms!
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Start your very own nail salon with 450+ gems and charms to wear on
your nails. Learn to create nail designs and add decorative charms with
the 2-in-1 detail brush tool and a step-by-step instructional book with
more than 30 designs to make your nails picture-perfect. Comes with:
56-page book 400+ nail charms 1 bottle of charm glaze Nail striping tape
Gold glitter 2 nail sponges 2-in-1 nail tool
Make thumbprint creations of Star Wars characters with STAR WARS
THUMB DOODLES. In this latest edition to the Klutz Star Wars line fans,
young and old, can draw thumb versions of clone troopers droids, Ewoks,
Wookies, Jabba the Hutt and all your favourites. Readers can also
recreate key moments from the movies and make new scenes of their
own
The Klutz Book of Paper Airplanes
Klutz: Clay Charm Bracelets Super Sweet
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